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Introducing

rimrail

rimglass

Glass balustrades,
railings and fencing for decks,
balconies, pools, ramps and walkways.

rimlouvre

Railings and
balustrades for decks,
balconies, pools, ramps and walkways.

rimwood

Fixed, sliding and adjustable
louvres for window awnings, sunhoods,
privacy screens, sunscreens, fencing or gates.

rimslat

For a stunning timber
look without the maintenance.

rimfence

Fencing,
privacy screens, gates,
sunhoods, window awnings.

rimlite seating
solutions
Bench seats,
Stackable seating
and Picnic Table Settings.

Fencing and gates for
pools, gardens and boundaries.
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THE WIDEST AND
MOST ATTRACTIVE
RANGE OF
ALUMINIUM
PRODUCTS ON
THE MARKET TODAY!
Designers, manufacturers and suppliers of
quality aluminium balustrades, railings, glass railings,
louvres, screens, fencing, gates, seating and tables for
architects, builders, developers, government and home owners.
The Industry Leader in Customer Service now offers you high quality, low maintenance,
readymade and GUARANTEED Aluminium Products!
Before you read on to discover how you can reap the rewards on offer, Mic Pilon, Director
of Trimlite, would like to give you some compelling reasons why you should take a few
minutes from your busy day to read every word of this document.

“OUR GUARANTEE TO OUR VALUED CLIENTS”
Trimlite stands by every one of our quality
Aluminium Balustrades, Louvres, Fences,
Privacy Screens and Gates, and we will do
everything we can to ensure you are
absolutely delighted. Our satisfied clients
know their investment is always safe, that
is why we provide you – our valued client
with our unique “Double Guarantee or it's
Free offer”
Firstly we believe your valuable time
should be treated with respect, so we offer
you an on-time service guarantee! We
promise to you our highly skilled team will
turn up on the arranged time and day… or
give you the courtesy of calling you... If we
don't call ahead and reschedule…then
your project will be completed FREE of
charge (make sure you read on to find out
why we can make this outrageous
guarantee…and why we are rated #1 for
customer service in our industry).*

We also believe you should obtain years of
pleasure from your new Trimlite products
which is why we provide you with a
massive 7 year all inclusive product
warranty. We promise to honour our work
for an amazing 7 years against product,
labour and installation defects!*
Now we can’t be fairer than that can we?
We urge you to find another aluminium
company in Australia that protects its
clients with such an unmatched guarantee
on their entire range!
* Conditions apply.

Glass Balustrades, Railings and Fencing

rimglass
Trimlite’s exclusive glass railing and
fencing system is suitable for decks,
balconies and pools on homes, units,
ramps and walkways.

Great combination use of
Vista Glass Balcony Railings with
Semi-Frameless Glass Pool Fencing

When Privacy is required
Frosted Horizon Glass is the perfect
choice coupled with Sliding Trimlouvre

With the modern trend for glass to
maximise the view, provide wind
breaks and appealing aesthetics the
Trimlite team has come up with a range
of glass designs sure to please. These
options have been designed
specifically with the end user in mind.
Every effort has been made to
minimise the aluminium sections and
therefore maximise the view on offer.
Trimglass has also eliminated the need
for a bottom rail which has commonly
been used. This reduces cleaning
grime build up as well as taking away
the foot hold for climbing kids.
With the glass code now requiring a
load bearing handrail on all decks and
balconies the Trimlite team have
produced the new sleek “Eclipse”
handrail that sits only 37mm in height
and has a modern elliptical shape.
Trimglass can be top fixed, side fixed or
core drilled and can be produced to
suit any height you desire.

Compatible use of
Vista Glass Balcony Railings
with Horizon Glass Pool Fencing
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Horizon Glass
Clean and strong Horizon Glass is
glazed into the posts on the sides
and into the top rail giving maximum
strength and a full screen effect
whilst eliminating the bottom rail as a
foot hold or grime collector.

Vista Glass
Streamline effect with the top of the glass polished
to create a frameless feel whilst still providing the
strength and security of the required handrail.

Balustrades and Railings

rimrail
Trimrail Balustrades unique modular
system offers the rarely seen flexibility
of easy on site adjustment ensuring a
rapid hassle free completion of your
project.
Great combination
use of Panorama Balcony
Balustrade and Trimslat Privacy Screen

The team at Trimlite have come up with
a range of designs to suit a variety of
applications. You can choose from the
simplicity of the Panorama or Pacific
designs which are timeless and will give
you years of maintenance free safety
and pleasure.
If you are looking to feature a balustrade
with design and colour the Marine,
Diamond, Scroll or Southern Cross may
be the choice for you.

The simple yet elegant
Marine design enhances the
aesthetic appearance of this home

If you would like a modern feel or some
privacy, check out our Trimslat
balustrade designs, the Decor and
Executive or the open horizontal effect
of the Ship-Rail design.
The key Benefits of Trimglass &
Trimrail Balustrades!
Ÿ Staged installation available to
protect handrail during construction
Ÿ Unique temporary system - the only
balustrade that incorporates a
temporary handrail system.
Ÿ Modular system enabling easy on
site modifications

For privacy and a modern feel the
Decor Balustrade and Trimslat Privacy
Screen was ideal for this retirement village
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The modern Decor Horizontal Slat Balustrade
creates a classy feel and is sure to add
value to your home or project

For a classic design that won’t
date the Pacific is the perfect choice

Trimrail Specification

rimrail
Ÿ Designed and certified to comply with all relevant
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

AS & BCA requirements
Structural Alloy 40x40 posts
Structural Alloy dual fixing foot stake
Optional core drill or side fixed
Sleek 65x37’Eclipse” slimline handrail
16x16 square balusters or 65x16 horizontal slats
30x25 mid and bottom rails

Panorama

Pacific

Marine

Diamond

Scroll

Southern Cross

Ship Rail

Decor

Executive

8mm
Toughened
Glass

8mm
Toughened
Glass

Hob Rail

Horizon Glass

Vista Glass

Grab Rail
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Why Are Trimlite Products So
Superior To Other Systems?
Because as expected by our clients - Trimlite products are made from
strong, quality aluminium that has the benefit of requiring virtually no
maintenance to maintain its attractive finish. We use highly durable
materials and finishes and here’s the best part - our range of products will
not rust, rot, warp, shrink or crack and will never need painting.
Incorporating Trimlite’s Unique Temporary
Rail System
We take safety very seriously which is why we have developed our Trimrail
and Trimglass system with the ability to be installed in stages and utilised as
a temporary handrail during the construction process.
Waiting For Delivery - Ready To Enjoy
All Trimlite products are assembled using our exclusive Trimlock method
which reduces manufacture time and ensures the products are ready when
you want them.

Privacy Screens, Sunhoods and Slat Fencing and Gates

rimslat

Aesthetically pleasing
Trimslat Privacy Screens create
a modern low maintenance screen

Trimlite’s exciting range of slat
privacy and decorative
screening products are ideal
to create a stunning modern
appearance with the added
benefit of low maintenance
screening.
Tr i m s l a t c a n b e d o n e
horizontally or vertically and
can be used for a variety of
applications including:
Ÿ Fencing - whether as infill

Trimslat Sunhood
with Trimwood Finish

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

panels or a complete fence
Gates - sliding or swinging
Privacy Screens
Sunhoods
Sunscreens
Decorative Panels
Balustrades
Pool Fencing

Trimslat utilises the same
Tr i m l o c k s l o t t e d f r a m e
technique that is used in the
Trimlouvre range.

Trimslat Fencing
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Perfect for Infill Panels,
Fencing, Privacy Screens
Driveway and Pedestrian Gates.

Typical Use of Trimlite Products
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1

Trimslat Sun Hood

2

Trimlouvre Sun Hood

3

Trimrail ‘Pacific’ Balustrade

4

Trimlouvre Sliding Screen

5

Trimlouvre Window Screen

6

Trimglass ‘Horizon’ Balustrade
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9

Trimfence ‘Flat Top’ Pool Fence

7

Trimslat Sliding Gate

8

Trimslat Fencing Infills

9

Trimslat Privacy Screen

10

Trimfence ‘Rod Top’ Fencing

11

Trimfence ‘Nautical’ Pedestrian Gate

12

Privacy Screens and Slats

rimlouvre

Fixed and Sliding
Adjustable Louvre Screens

Trimlite’s new Trimlouvre system
is a modern fixed and adjustable
aluminium louvre system with a
unique aerofoil design giving you
flexibility and strength rarely seen
in aluminium louvres.
Consider the Advantages:
Ÿ Interlocking blades slotted

Trimlouvre
Privacy Screens

Infill Louvres ideal
for underground carparks

through machined heavy duty
framing reducing the reliance
on screw, rivets or welds.
Ÿ Maintenance free, extruded
aluminium ensures longevity
Ÿ Multiple uses including
privacy screens, window
screens, overhead sun hoods,
fencing, gates and sliding
screens
Ÿ CSIRO test evidence shows
that aluminium screens can
deflect up to 90% of the heat in
the suns rays, providing a cool
home in summer and
protection from the harsh wind
and rain in the winter.
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Above - Window screens
Left - Privacy Screens
Right - Sunhoods and
Sliding Screens.

Above right - Trimlouvre Window Screens
Centre - Trimlouvre Overhead Sunhoods
.

Specification

rimslat

rimlouvre

Design & Specification
Ÿ 65x16 Rectangular Slat Blade
Ÿ 30x25 Slotted slat frame
Ÿ 80x13 Aerofoil Louvre Blade for fixed or adjustable louvres
Ÿ Unique TrimLock fixing system

TrimSlat Screen

TrimSlat WindowScreen

TrimSlat Sunhood

TrimLouvre Sunblockhood

TrimLouvre Screen

TrimLouvre Sunlighthood
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Five Star Diamond Customer
Service Award
Did you know Trimlite also won a Five Star Diamond customer service
award from an independent rating agency?
The feedback from our own customers put Trimlite in the Top 5
companies in Australia for Outstanding Customer Service. So while it
took years of planning and hard work, the appreciation and
recognition we received from our valued customers was worth it.
What does all this mean to you?
It means you can now purchase your high quality aluminium products
with complete confidence. We pride ourselves on giving you the best
product, on time and budget and guarantee all our work so you or your
clients can enjoy the best quality, most durable and attractive
aluminium products on the market.

Now check out our Zero Risk Outrageous Double Guarantee!
We have the utmost confidence in our quality products and our team
and have no hesitation in backing it up with a No Risk
Money Back Double Guarantee!

Guarantee No 1:- On Time or it’s FREE!*
In the unlikely event that we aren’t available to turn up on the agreed
time, and we have NOT contacted you
to advise you or reschedule.... then
your project will be done FREE of
charge.*

Guarntee No 2:
7 Year Warranty!*
Massive 7 year all inclusive warranty We promise you to honour our work for an
amazing 7 years against product and installation
defects.*
*Conditions apply

Pool Fencing, Garden Fencing, Front Fencing and Gates

rimfence

Security spear top
is used as an effective dividing and
perimeter fence to this waterfront complex

Trimfence offers a solution to a
variety of applications.
Whether you need a fence for
safety, security or decorative
purposes we are sure to have a
design to suit your needs.
Trimfence like other Trimlte
products utilises the unique
Trimlock fixing system to hold
the pickets into the rails. This
weld free system allows the
panels to be adjusted and
even raked on site.

Flat Top Pool
Fencing for a simple yet
elegant solution that won’t date

Our range of fencing offers the
traditional rectangular rails,
and to blend with the Trimrail
system we incorporate square
pickets for superior strength
instead of round.
Of course any of our Trimfence
designs can be produced in
sliding or swinging gates and
can incorporate a variety of
locking options.

Nautical design is
a great option to add
character to your pool fence
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Driveway and
Pedestrian Gates.

Pool Fencing and
Front Boundary Fencing

Fencing Design Range

rimfence

Flat Top

Rod Top

Loop Top

Nautical

Diamond

Spear Top

Scroll

Southern Cross
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rimwood
JARRAH
KWILA
LIGHT OAK
RED CEDAR

Trimslat Sunhoods
and Privacy Screen
with Trimwood finish

Trimwood Timber Imaging is a new technology
from Europe which enables natural materials
to be imaged directly into a durable powder
coating.
This process is environmentally responsible as
it allows the marketplace to have the stunning
beauty of a timber look without the need to cut
down a single tree.

Vista Glass Balustrade with Trimwood Handrail

Trimwood is a cost effective alternative when
compared with the lifetime maintenance
expenses of timber and like all Trimlite
products is supported by our 7 year warranty.

rimlite seating
solutions

Backrest Seats

Picnic Table Settings

Above - Bench Seats
Right - Stackable Seats

Powder Coating

Stop The Presses
The Best Powder Coat On The Market
Could This Be the Toughest
Powder-Coated
Aluminium In The World?
Trim-Coat powder coating is not the
normal powder coating we generally
see today, it is the latest, strongest
powder coat available in the world!

Vista Glass Balcony Railings
with Trim-Coat Silver Posts to waterfront
protected by 7 year all inclusive warranty

White
Silver
Slate Grey
Birch White
Primrose
Mountain Blue
Firestone
Jaguar Green
Black

The Trim-Coat range of powder
coating was developed for a six star
hotel in Dubai in the Middle East to
withstand the extreme heat, extreme
cold, driving wind, sand storms and
high salinity.
Trim-Coat is 30% stronger than
normal powder coating and normally
three times the cost restricting it to
use in high end architectural projects.
Until now! Today we offer the TrimCoat range at no additional cost.
And unlike most of the powder coat
warranties that only cover the cost of
the raw product (the powder) and
exclude waterfronts, Trim-Coat
warranty is all inclusive including
materials, labour and waterfront
properties.
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Here’s 5 more good reasons why
you should consider Trimlite!
Reason # 1: Award Winning Customer
Service. We are among the highest rated
service providers in Australia meaning
you are dealing with a company that
cares about you and your needs.
Reason # 2: Massive capacity at our purpose
built 2000m2 factory giving us one of the largest
facilities of it’s kind in Australia which means we can
handle any size project.
Reason # 3: Huge Range - Our wide range of durable long lasting
products means you can get all your outdoor aluminium
solutions from Trimlite.
Reason # 4: Incredible Guarantee - Our outrageous double
guarantee or it’s free is unmatched by any competitors.
Reason # 5: Trustworthy service professionals from our highly
trained Franchise Network. Our experienced franchises will
measure and install your project quickly and professionally. Not
only that but we hold them to the highest service standards in the
industry. They are on time, they keep you informed and we
guarantee their workmanship.

To speak to one of our team, book your Free
Appraisal or to order your project contact
your Trimlite centre below:

For information on Trimlite Franchise
Opportunities contact:
info@trimlite.com.au
Trimlite Retail and Small Trade Centre
Central Coast and Sydney
E. enquiry@trimlite.com.au
P. 1300 TRIMLITE (874 654) or 4577 9881
Trimlite Retail and Small Trade Centre
Coffs Harbour
E. coffs@trimlite.com.au
P. (02) 6654 8165
Trimlite Seating Solutions
E. seating@trimlite.com.au
P. 1300 038 366 or (02) 4353 2599
Trimlite Major Projects Division
E. projects@trimlite.com.au
P. (02) 4353 2599
www.trimlite.com.au

